Informatics in radiology (infoRAD): benefits of content-based visual data access in radiology.
The field of medicine is often cited as an area for which content-based visual retrieval holds considerable promise. To date, very few visual image retrieval systems have been used in clinical practice; the first applications of image retrieval systems in medicine are currently being developed to complement conventional text-based searches. An image retrieval system was developed and integrated into a radiology teaching file system, and the performance of the retrieval system was evaluated, with use of query topics that represent the teaching database well, against a standard of reference generated by a radiologist. The results of this evaluation indicate that content-based image retrieval has the potential to become an important technology for the field of radiology, not only in research, but in teaching and diagnostics as well. However, acceptance of this technology in the clinical domain will require identification and implementation of clinical applications that use content-based access mechanisms, necessitating close cooperation between medical practitioners and medical computer scientists. Nevertheless, content-based image retrieval has the potential to become an important technology for radiology practice.